
 
 
 
Title:  My Friend 
Grade:  PK-K 
 
Overview:  Select words to describe your Friend's hair, eyes, nose, mouth, arms, and 
feet!  In the Discover Mode, students learn common adjectives as they create a Friend. 
Complete sentences in the Question and Answer Mode to make your Friends wiggle, 
waggle, and bounce. 
 
 
My Learning Objectives:   
Recognize that meaning is changed when words are changed 
Build vocabulary with adjectives 
Make correlations between words and objects 
 
 
DISCOVER MODE 
 

1. Click the blue character on the footstool to visit my Friend from the Main Room. 
2. Click the boxes to flip to the next word for each Friend feature. The Friend changes to 

reflect each new word. 
3. Click the dot, or click the Friend to hear a feature described. Click again to stop the 

description. 
4. Click the question mark to spin all the word flippers and create a surprise Friend. 
5. Click the printer to print your Friend. 
6. Click the character in the picture frame for Question and Answer Mode, or click Bailey 

to return to the Main Room. 
 
 
QUESTION AND ANSWER MODE 
 

1. Click the character in the picture frame for the Question and Answer Mode. 
2. Jenny, the inchworm, reads a Friend's description and asks you to find the missing 

word. To hear the request again, click Jenny. 
3. Click the word box that contains the missing word. 

- If you click the correct word box, the word pops into the sentence and the Friend 
feature animates. 
- If you click an incorrect word box, Jenny asks you to try again. 

4. You can select the type of missing adjective.  Click the icon with three colors to find a 
color adjective. Or click the icon with 3 shapes to find a non-color adjective. 

5. Click the empty picture frame for Discover Mode, or click Bailey to return to the Main 
Room. 

 


